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We find the right fit.

As an HR services provider specializing in the hotel 
management and hospitality industry, we learn our clients’ 
cultures, priorities, and needs. That insight makes us an 
ideal recruiting partner. By understanding what makes your 
business operate successfully, we’re able to identify, attract, 
and screen the right people for the right jobs.

HOSPITALITY 

“I’m continually impressed by the  
candidates that Adams Keegan identifies. 
They understand our business and our  
culture, so their evaluation and screening 
processes deliver individuals who can 
succeed in our organization.”

–  VP H UMAN RE SOURCES,  NATIONAL  
HOTE L  MANAG EMENT OPERATOR

RECRUITING 



When your new hires become ex-employees, the investment you’ve made in their recruitment and training 
is lost. You haven’t simply lost money; you’ve lost time and resources that are better invested elsewhere. 

Depending on your needs, our recruiting team can take on specific tasks or manage your entire recruiting 
process from beginning to end. Our services include:

Turn Your Hiring Process into a 
Competitive Advantage

ATTRACT EVALUATE RECOMMEND  
& SUPPORT

FUL L -CYCL E RECRUITING SUPPORT

• Manage posting strategy 
and process, with  
industry specificity

• Customize job postings

• Search for candidates 
through our hospitality 
network and other 
sources 

• Screen actionable 
applicants

• Check references

• Interview applicants face-
to-face, when possible

• Administer skills-
competency testing 

• Present the  
best candidates

• Coach interviewers

• Extend offers

• Complete placements
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Optimizing your workforce begins with optimizing 

your hiring process. With our industry knowledge, 

extensive national network of hotel and hospitality 

candidates, and understanding of your growth 

objectives, employee roles, and cultural expectations, 

Adams Keegan can help you find employees that give 

you the ROI you need from your recruiting efforts. 

From your posting strategy to the recommendation of 
only the most qualified candidates, our dedicated industry 
personnel are focused on aligning the best talent with the 
positions for which they are best suited. 

By identifying the right people for the right jobs, we’ll help 
you achieve optimal — rather than ordinary — results from 
your hiring decisions. 


